SO MUCH TO REPAIR, SO LITTLE TIME.

We’re sure your family has one-of-a-kind repairs laying around the house, waiting to be fixed. But they are being spared because you probably haven’t found the right product and time to fix them. Finally, with one product you can repair all your objects, even large ones! When you have a minute, try the other, universal glue.

Dad’s flowerpot

FLEXIBLE

Are you in a rush to glue your flower pot back together? You can do so with a fast-drying type of glue.

For minor repairs, never apply too much glue: just one drop is enough for this hard time.

The baby’s highchair

STRONG

A strong universal glue is a perfect choice for a durable bond between metal and cloth.

Reposition and line up the two parts. Press and hold for 60 seconds. Clean.

Little Ricky’s ping pong bat

IDEAL FOR LARGE AREAS

Use a universal glue when a longer gap, like separating multiple thin layers or 10-15 minutes.

For rubber: since it’s a natural material, allow the bond to dry for all 15 minutes.

Mom’s leather boots

FLEXIBLE

When you need to repair leather boots, a universal glue should also be able to ensure a smooth, lasting, and comfortable bond.

So that the parts are clean and dry, and then put them together tightly with no gaps.

Grandpa’s old wooden clock

REPOSITIONABLE

Need to repair a wooden clock? A universal glue that is repositionable is your best bet.

You may reposition the perfect position for your clock piece: add a universal glue that is repositionable.

So, is your family ready to tackle their fast repairs? Do it in 4 easy steps.

1. Clean the surface
2. Apply a fast universal glue
3. Reposition, if needed
4. Hold for 60 seconds